
Date: 05/02/2016 
Time: 1430hrs 
Venue: Oxley Business Hub 
 
Attendees:  

FYP TEAM CLIENTS 

1. Matthew Luo 
2. Jeremy Kwek 
3. Ivan Ng 
4. Daniel Yeong 

1. Jagdish 
2. Christine 
 

 
Agenda: 

S/N Description 

1. Soft launch and Business Logic 

2. Career Buddy  

  3. Scope and Schedule 

4. Change of API 

5. Marketing Plan 

 
Soft launch and business logic 

- Soft launch has been dissolved and there would be only one launch nearer the 

end of our FYP 

- Pushed our clients at first but we realized their business side is not ready 

- Clients do not want us to affect the goodwill of the users  

- Clients realized that having a soft launch without certain features would not 

tie in with their business logic and has requested us to push it back 

- This is because our FYP is a live project and will require real users 

- Clients do not want people to use the app without certain features to avoid 

users having to uninstall It after realizing it does not meet their standards 

- Test it through school first with real data but it would not go onto the app 

store 

- No solid marketing plan thus it should not be on the app store 

Career Buddy 
- Idea is a good ahead from what Christine had proposed earlier in the 

whatsapp chat 

- Social functionality would be present.  

- Users have a choice to log in via facebook or not. If they do log in via 

facebook, they will enjoy the privilege of getting to see their fellow friends 

who have taken up the same course 

- Proposed edx.org but the courses are not as relevant to us as compared to 

coursera.  

- We have to decide whether we are going to aggregate the data or pull it 

directly from coursera. Best case scenario would be to aggregate it so that 

SOD can expand it in the future. 



Scope and schedule  
Discussing with our clients, we have discarded the current scope and agreed upon the 
remaining features that would be built until the end of the project. They have been 
categorized into both high and low priority. 
 
High priority: 

- Career buddy 
- Login using social media account (Facebook & Linkedin) 
- Uploading resume  
- Push notifications ( application status) 
- Job suggestions 
- Sharing of jobs and courses through all chats and emails 
- Calendar linkage  

 
Low priority: 

- Corresponding with employers 
- Geotagging 

 
 
Change of API 
A change of structure of these API will take place on the 10th of Feb 

- Language will now have spoken and written proficiency  
- Country code for mobile phone would be now included. Include a small box at 

the side for the drop down list of country codes 
- Validation of no resume for user before applying. This is because different 

users want different validation and Jagdish will invoke different APIs to 
validate the user 

 
Marketing Plan  
 

- Marketing plan can be used during 17th of March to promote our application 

at the career fair 

 
Action Items: 

S/N Task Assigned Due Date 

1. Take a look at Coursera enrollment API All 07/02/2016 

2. Email Prof Ben Gan  Matthew 06/02/2016 

3. Plan new schedule  Matthew 07/02/2016 

4. Fix Pagination for iOS application  Jeremy 10/02/2016 

5. Prepare mid-terms slides Daniel 12/02/2016 

6. Include more well-known tech companies 
(e.g. Microsoft) into excel sheet 

Daniel 07/02/2016 

7. Tie down specialisations to courser Daniel 07/02/2016 
 
The meeting was adjourned at (1630) hrs. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if 
there are no amendments reported in the next three days. 



 
Prepared by, 
Matthew Luo 
 
Vetted and edited by, 

Jeremy Kwek   


